
Promotion.

Transfer between branches.
Fit. Lt. K. H. V. Dodkin (43948) to Admin. and Spec. Duties Br. 4th Nov. 1943.

Retirement.

Commission relinquished.

Appointment to commission.
1943—

Sept. 1943.
D.S.C., D.F.C., retaining the rank of Air Vice-Mshl. 1st June 1943.

Commission terminated.
The undermtd. (on return to Army duty):—

Dismissal by sentence of General Court Martial.

ADMINISTRATIVE AND SPECIAL DUTIES

Transfer between branches.
As Pit. Offs. on prob. (emergency). —

As Pit. Offs. on prob. (emergency). 7th Oct. 1943:—

Wt. Off. 358232 Herbert Charles Wright (53159).
Fit. Sgts. 580673 Lewis William Parton (53164).

624787 Lawrence VincentGettyWOOD (53177).

Amendment and cancellation of notification.
In notif. of 27th Apr. 1943 (p. 1907, col. 2) concerning the above officers is cancelled.
In notif. of 11th May 1943 (p. 2100, col. 2) concerning E. C. Roberts (51311) and 649304 Sgts. A. C. TITMOUSE (51310) for Acig. Pit. Offs. read Pit. Offs. (The notif. of 4th June 1943 (p. 258, col. 2) concerning E. C. Roberts (51311) is cancelled.)

Transfer between branches.

EQUIPMENT BRANCH.
Transfer to reserve.
Fig. Off. (temp. Pit. Lt.) A. L. Prince (31459) (and called up for air force service). 17th Aug. 1943.

RESERVE OF AIR FORCE OFFICERS.
ADMINISTRATIVE AND SPECIAL DUTIES BRANCH.

Appointment to commission.
Robert David Fletcher Barton as Fit. Lt. in class CC. 4th Nov. 1943.
Allan Thomas Patton as Fig. Off. in class CC. 1st Aug. 1943.

As Pit. Offs. in class CC.—
Daniel Harold. 1st June 1943.
Beauprand Honore Vaillancourt. 1st July 1943.
Denis Francis Barclay. 13th July 1943.
Frank Murray Fitzpatrick. 22nd Aug. 1943.
Hugh John Trevor Patterson.
Stanley Frederick Harvey Thompson.
Robert Morgan Lyman. 1st Sept. 1943.

ROYAL AIR FORCE VOLUNTEER RESERVE.

GENERAL DUTIES BRANCH.
Appointment to commission.
7th Oct. 1943—

Wt. Offs.
356850 George Richard Adams (53165).
314223 Leslie Clifford Bushell (53170).
665611 Samuel Fitzton (53184).
510018 Thomas Oliver Kay (53173).
577715 Henry Charles Walter Tomblin (53161).

Fit. Sgts.
532528 Hazeiah Buce (58960).
506185 Arthur Sidney Hill (53176).

As Actg. Pit. Offs. on prob. (emergency). 7th Oct. 1943:—

Wt. Offs.
356064 Victor Harry Everett, B.E.M. (53186).
359344 Leslie Charles Mollon Richardson (53146).

Fit. Sgts.
362830 Sidney Leonard Horace Bostock (53166).
365027 Gerald Norman Buckle (53168).
563439 Jack Burt (53167).
561233 Thomas Colley (53171).
562925 Wilfred Collingwood (53170).
560086 John Alfred Duigdale (53168).
566792 Jack Alfred Eades (53187).
519889 John Channing Edmondson (53185).
564807 Douglas Theodore Freebody (53183).
563135 Ernest Arthur Gartley (53181).
565416 Herbert William Gorry (53186).
564779 Alfred William Lionel Mahon (53154).
561584 Herbert Richard Malins (53157).
569274 Leonard Edward Victor Masters (53155).
569338 Harry Seymour Morris (53150).
569340 William Scott (53169).
565076 Edwin Charles Ursurhart (53160).

Sgts.
568262 William Llewellyn Jones (53174).
565678 Thomas Alan Smedley (53192).

Cpl.
572164 Michael John Cooke (53172).
576109 Henry Fennier Glover (53179).

ACM. 1st Cl.
576161 Cyril Berry (53169).
578200 James Oswald Wielans (53158).

ACM. and Cl.
576477 Alan George Croibble Fairman (53182).
573128 Stanley Walker (53175).

Transfer between branches.

ADMINISTRATIVE AND SPECIAL DUTIES BRANCH.
Appointment to commission.
As Fig. Offs. on prob. (emergency).—

Wt. Offs.

As Actg. Pit. Offs. on prob. (emergency). 7th Oct. 1943:—

Wt. Off. 358232 Herbert Charles Wright (53159).
Fit. Sgts. 580673 Lewis William Parton (53164).

624787 Lawrence Vincent Gettywood (53177).